
Moringa Mask



Hello!
We love everything about your interest to do it yourself and we 
want to invite you to have an inspiring journey with us! Toge-
ther we want to dip into a world of creativity and sensuality.
Thereby we get our inspiration from the needs of our skin, our 
individual perceptions and our values. 

Everyone’s skin is different and changes throughout life. I can 
learn to understand my skin and to give my skin the right care. 
Knowledge, communication and especially our own intuition 
helps us in this process. 

With our Berlin based cosmetic brand we’re creating unique 
DIY experiences for you. We choose independently our way of 
how we live, love and work. By sharing our knowledge, we help 
to empower everyone who wants the best quality and the most 
sustainable skincare.

Together we create a world where we respect and  
support each other. 

With this in mind, we hope you 
enjoy our products!

Aino und Sonja



Why handmade?

COCOONING WITH COSCOON
To make your own skin care you only need a clean kitchen. Get com-
fortable and excited about the result. You will get to know cosmetics 
from a whole new side. First in the process itself, then later on your 
skin. You cannot buy this special cosmetic anywhere. It is as special 
as you are.

Sensuality
Smell, see, touch… I experience

the pure ingredients and its
interaction.

Connection
Mixing cosmetics together

is caring for my skin
and friendships!

Reduction
Drop ballast so that my skin

can breathe!



What‘s inside?
RAW MATERIALS

                 oil mixture                                      powder mixture
(jojoba oil, castor oil & Vitamin E)    (oat flour, green mineral clay, moringa powder)  

EQUIPMENT

       dropper             labels

RESULT

 8 applications               5 min                

ADDITIONALLY NEEDED 

Small plate · tea spoon

The moringa mask needs to be mixed fresh each time before using 
and it needs to be applied completely.  Please do not store or use 
any leftovers. 
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1. Mix 1-2 tea spoons mask powder 
with some water on the little plate 
until it has a paste texture. As an 
alternative for water you can use a 
brewed black tea bag (relaxing) or 
green tea bag (stimulating).

2. For a rich mixture you can add 
3-5 drops of the oil mixture and 
blend everything well through. 

Step-by-step instructions



4. After that you apply the mixture on your clean face. Your neck 
and cleavage are also happy to get some attention. 

3. To prepare your skin you clean it before with warm, clean 
water and a mild face soap. 

Step-by-step instructions



6.  Now your skin is deeply cleansed and perfectly prepared 
for your usual skin care. 

5. Let the mask try for about 10 minutes. Afterwards you 
remove it with enough warm water and pat it dry. 

        ATTENTION
Even natural cosmetics can cause allergic reactions. Please test 
your product on a small skin area before using. Coscoon products 
are pure natural cosmetics. They can vary in colour and smell. For 
external use only. Do not use if you are allergic to any of the ingre-
dients. Keep out of children´s reach!
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Castor Oil
Particularly gentle cleansing with skin-soothing properties. 

Tocopherol
Vitamin E binds the moisture of the skin. It stops the oxidation 
process and is known to be very smoothing.  

Raw materials

Jojoba Oil  
Moisturizing and protection for your skin. Because of its structu-
re and durability, it is the perfect basis oil for any skin type. 



Oats
Very soothing for irritated skin, promotes regeneration of the skin.

Green mineral Clay:
It absorbs skin fat. It cleanses the skin and makes is very soft. It is 
known for balancing and reviving skin. For any skin type. 

Moringa powder
Moringa Oleifera is considered antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and 
revitalizing and has been used for centuries for skin care products.



Product information
The mask powder consists of oat flour, green mineral clay and 
moringa powder. These high quality organic raw materials make 
this mask a mild special cleaner to help your skin shine again! 

Shelf life
Please read the instructions! The moringa mask needs to be 
mixed fresh each time before using and needs to be applied com-
pletely.  Please do not store or use any leftovers

this mask a mild special cleaner to help your skin shine again! 

Shelf life



Besides...

Clean me & use 
me again!
Our food-safe and fully recyclable
raw material packaging is easy
to clean and can be re-used
as compact, securely sealable
storage containers in the
kitchen and on the go. 

Fight climate change
We manufacture our products in a climate neutral way. Which 
means that we identify the amount of CO2 produced by our 
company and help reduce it by supporting climate protection 
projects.



Do you have questions, 
feedback or ideas?

Write to us at
hello@coscoon.com

P R O D U C E D B Y

Coscoon GmbH
Barbarossastraße 3

10781 Berlin

Do you have questions, 


